
Match your shoes and 
bag in texture and 
tone. Mollini raffia 
wedges, $128.

Casual

Accessories in 
wicker and raffia 
are an essential this 
season. Strandbags 
bag, $49.95. 

Fashionable wedge 
shoes create a stylish 
finish. Mollini raffia 
wedges, $128.

Clothes that are too  
tight or full will make  
you look even fuller 
– choose tapered or  
panelled skirts instead.  
La Voca skirt, $79.95.

Evening

Hair and beauty
Jackie has never had short hair, but after the initial shock, loved 
her new style. The trim, combined with her new highlights, make 
her hair look nice and healthy. We used Estée Lauder make-up, 
including a semi-dewy foundation which doesn’t look cakey, and 
gives a youthful appearance. We added a berry-coloured cream 
blush to her cheeks for a fresh, glowing look, and a berry stain on 
her lips with a little gloss. On her eyes, we used warm tones of 
cream eye shadow, which doesn’t crease and can be applied quickly. 
A slick of black mascara finished the look. 

When wearing a longer 
top, team it with a full-
length pant. My Size 
pants, $69.95.

Avoid high, round 
necklines if you have  
a low, full bust; a  
V-neckline will make  
your bust look higher  
and firmer. Sportscraft 
wrap top, $149.95 and 
necklace, $49.95.

Invest in a good bra  
and have a professional 
fitting – Jackie’s bust 
now looks high and firm. 
Also avoid short tops if 
you have a full tummy 
or wide hips. TS 14+ 
kaftan, $129.95.

Avoid very small or  
large handbags if you 
have a fuller figure. A 
medium-sized bag is 
a good choice. David 
Lawrence bag, $189.

Need a new look?
Change your Image, Change your Life  
by Chata Romano offers women proven 
advice on colour, hair and make-up, 
style and wardrobe management. This 
inspirational book will help you achieve 
your best image for your lifestyle. It 
includes more than 450 photographs 
and incredible makeovers. For more 
information on Chata, visit www.chataromano.com.

Personal style: What to wear
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Want a makeover?
For more about this makeover and how to apply for 

one yourself, visit www.notebookmagazine.com.

About Jackie

Forty-seven-year-old Jackie Walsh is the 
winner of our makeover competition in 
conjuction with Sydney’s MIX 106.5 FM. 
As a full-time carer for her disabled son, 
Jackie rarely pampers herself. But with 
her eldest son’s wedding approaching, 
she wanted to look amazing for this 
special occasion – and be able to achieve 
her new look every day.

We gave Jackie’s hair 
a trim and added a 
few highlights to give 
her a fresher look. 

What  
to wear
Image consultant Chata 
Romano gives our makeover 
competition winner a new 
look for a special day. 

Weekend

Jackie, who calls herself the ’original 
Captain Trackie Pants’, has never worn 
make-up before, but enjoyed learning 
about it, and was surprised how easy it was 
to apply. Jackie has short arms, rounded 
shoulders, a low, full bust and a rounded 
tummy, and is currently on a diet, so we 
helped her learn which styles flatter her 
figure. Jackie loves her makeover and her 
husband of 30 years can’t believe she’s the 
same person. ”I felt like a million dollars at 
the wedding,“ she says. As a special prize, 
Jackie received the clothes in the weekend 
outfit, an Estée Lauder gift pack and a 
year’s subscription to Notebook:.

Softer tops are more 
slimming, while a 
diagonal hemline 
takes the emphasis 
away from the hips 
and makes the legs 
appear longer. Sandra 
Steiner Plus at David 
Jones top, $119.

White pants are a 
perfect match for a 
bold, patterned top. 
My size pants, $69.95.

The best pant length 
for wearing sandals 
is just on the ankle 
bone. Zu mules, $100. 
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